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Study on the development schedule  
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in Kitakami
“Reference site schedule”
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Technical Detector Construction/Assembly Time Line
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Sub-detector installation schedule
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ILC Detector Timeline?
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4. CONCLUSIONS 
ILD and SiD construction and assembly are involved and complicated procedures that have to 
respect numerous boundary conditions. Since, however, there is currently no formal ILC project 
defined, all assembly plans presented here have to be considered as preliminary.  
 
Figures 16 and 17 give two different views of the current understanding of the assembly 
procedures. While Fig. 16 focuses on the ILD detector components, Fig. 17 includes the time 
from today over the green light (in year -5) over preparation to the construction.  
 
The important message is, however, that we today have a consistent and concise view of ILD 
and SiD construction and assembly. E-JADE significantly supported this result through the 
numerous secondments in work package 3.  
 

 
Figure 16: High-level view of the detector assembly timeline, embedded in the development of the 

interaction region campus.  
 

 
Figure 17: High-level timeline of the overall ILC project, including the R&D, preparation, and 

construction phases.  
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Solenoid Manufacturing
Solenoid production
• Assumed module production in industry, assembly on site
• Transportation is an issue
• New idea: wind coil modules on-site also

• needs to be studied in more detail
• should fit into time lines
• space in on-site assembly area is required
• see talk by Y. Makida this afternoon
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� Transportation of coil modules is physically possible.
± Cost reduction by smaller package size is necessary.

� Discussion with magnet products about solenoid 
fabrication in AH has been started, too.
± Not only cost but also risk of transportation which needs 

permissions and public approval.
± Contract by Pre-Lab has been rejected in AWLC2020. Contract 

will be made 2 year after ILC-Lab starts. So AH will be completed 
when coil winding starts.
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Conclusions
Detector assembly has been studied in quite some detail in the past
• Check E-JADE Deliverable Report #22: https://www.e-jade.eu/publications/deliverable_reports/
• Technical schedule assumes 9 years of construction, 1 year of commissioning

• Solenoid construction is on the critical path for the detectors
• R&D, preparation, and construction in industry requires significant funds very early
• to some extent already in preparatory phase

CFS and site schedules have been estimated by LCC and local experts
• Need a significant „preparatory phase“ after green light and before construction start

• legal procedures, environmental assessment, land acquisition, etc.
• requires already significant project funding
• takes 4 (-6) years

• On-site assembly of detector parts can only start after Assembly Hall is ready
• 3-4 years after construction start, 8-10 years after green light

Caveats
• Need to update knowledge about status of local planning

• Ball has been dropped 2019
• Large uncertainties in all schedules
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“Reference site schedule”
A working hypothesis of site-development schedule

Decided to create a reference working hypothesis for the study of the various    
on-site work  in the IP area (assembly of detectors, construction of acc., etc.). 

Experts from the Iwate Prefectural Government, Ichinoseki City Hall, and a 
construction consultancy company participated in the study. 

• Characteristics of the assumed IP area (existing infrastructure, environment, etc.) 

• Permissions and approvals 

• CE schedule 

➡Identify when on-site work related to detectors/accelerators can begin.
4

No guarantee. The working hypothesis that is currently considered the most accurate.



The general procedure  
up to construction in Japan
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General procedure

• Developing an IP campus is not a special 

• Can be considered similar to a typical 
development (e.g. the development of an 
industrial park).

Environmental assessment

Administrative procedures 1

Surveys

Land acquisition

Planning & design

Administrative procedures 2

Construction
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Procedures required  
to construct the IP campus
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1. Strategic Environmental Assessment 
SEA

• Staged SEA is proposed by the 
ILC Environmental Assessment 
Advisory Board (KEK) 

• Can start before the official 
implementing body is 
established
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 Collaboration with local governments 

The SEA, in view of its scope, is to be implemented in cooperation with the local authorities.  
 

 The SEA process linked to the transition of the ILC project phases 
The environmental assessment of the ILC project is expected to proceed in conjunction with milestones 
such as the establishment of the Pre-Lab and the decision on the site by the Japanese government (see 
Figure 2), and the process toward the start of SEA should proceed in the following manner. KEK will submit 
the Summary of Discussions to the IDT after receiving it by the Board, which is then made public. As the 
IDT develops the work plan to be carried out at the Pre-Lab during the main preparatory phase of the ILC, 
it is expected that policy for conducting environmental assessment will be discussed by the IDT with 
reference to the recommendations in the Summary of Discussions. Based on the results of the IDT studies, 
KEK will also obtain advice from experts to compile the “Approach to Environmental Assessment”, which 
will be made public at an appropriate time.  
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Figure 2: Procedure of Environmental Assessment for the ILC project.  
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1. Strategic Environmental Assessment 
SEA

• In our study, it is assumed that; 

• we will carry out a voluntary assessment (neither a legal assessment 
nor an ordinance assessment). 

• field surveys will require a minimum of one year for non-raptor 
items and two years for raptors. (It is important to start the 
raptor survey ahead of the other surveys, and proceed so that the 
two-year survey is completed at the same time as the other 
surveys.)
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2. Administrative procedures -1
Toward land purchases

• City Planning Act（都市計画法） 
• Act on the Development of Agricultural Promotion Areas（農振法） 

➡Apply for the conversion of agricultural promotion areas to another use. 

• Cultural Assets Preservation Act（文化財保護法） 
➡Conduct a survey and document the findings. 

• Soil Contamination Countermeasures Act（土壌汚染対策法） 
➡Notify the prefectural governor of the location and intended commencement date of the 
change in land characteristics. 

• National Land Use Planning Act（国土利用計画法） 
➡Land purchase
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Investigations of buried cultural property take a long time.
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3. Surveys
Identify the landowner

• Geological survey for above-ground structures 

• Topographical survey (Access road, IP campus) 

• Site survey (Access road, IP campus) 
➡The boundary of the land parcel needs to be established. 

• Guaranteed property survey (Access road, IP campus)
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4. Land acquisition

• Negotiations with landowners  

• Purchase and sale agreements 

• Property guarantee
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5. Planning & design

• Master plan 

• Access road plan 

• Infrastructure development plan 

• Design of shafts 

• Building plan
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6. Administrative procedures -2
Toward construction

• Landscape Act（景観法）  
➡Notify the head of the relevant Landscape Administration Body of the type, place, 
design, construction method, and scheduled date of the commencement of the action. 

• City Planning Act（都市計画法） 
➡Apply for development permission / when complete the relevant development, notify 
the prefectural governors 

• Forest Act（森林法） 
➡Apply for permission to develop forest area 

• Apply for building permit（建築確認申請）
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Construction 



7. Construction

• Access roads 

• Infrastructure development 

• Tunnels (shafts) 

• Assembly Hall / Buildings 

• Water supply works 

• Electrical/telecommunications works
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6. Administrative procedures -2
Toward construction

• Landscape Act（景観法）  
➡Notify the head of the relevant Landscape Administration Body of the type, place, 
design, construction method, and scheduled date of the commencement of the action. 

• City Planning Act（都市計画法） 
➡Apply for development permission 
➡Notify the prefectural governors when complete the relevant development 

• Forest Act（森林法） 
➡Apply for permission to develop forest area 

• Apply for building permit（建築確認申請）
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Construction 

Receive an endorsement that people can survive in the building.
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Summary: 
“Reference site schedule”

A reference working hypothesis for the study 
of the various on-site work  in the IP area

No guarantee. The working hypothesis that is currently considered the most accurate.
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Environmenta
l Assessment
Administrative 
procedures -1

Land acquisition

Planning & design

Surveys

Administrative 
procedures -2

Construction

Can start 
assembling of 
the detectors

Can start detector assembling,  
10 years after the start of the environmental assessment. 
5.5 years after the start of civil works.
No guarantee. The working hypothesis that is currently considered the most accurate.22


